
Mafia City: War of Underworld

**About Mafia City: War of Underworld**

Mafia City: War of Underworld is a strategy game in which players have to fight for the control of

the underworld. This requires, above all, powerful gangs, strong weapons and a clever strategy.

In Mafia City: War of Underworld, you play the role of an unscrupulous Mafioso whose goal is to

gain control of the underworld. To do this, you'll have to battle rival gangs, collect strong weapons

and fighters, and work out a good strategy. To make it to the top of the underworld, the support of

your own gang is crucial. If you manage to become the leader of your gang, your “brothers” wipe

out enemies for you in a matter of seconds. Since women are also an important part of Mafioso

life, there are many "babes" from all over the world who can help you in battles with their unique

fighting skills. Join a gang, fight against rival clans and become the ruler of the underworld.

**Mafia City: War of Underworld - Features:** 

- Become part of a gang: In the mafia world, the clan is the most important thing. That's why you

have to join a clan if you want to rule the underworld. Your clan brothers will help you fight rival

gangs and other enemies and provide you with adequate protection. If you can make it to the top

of the clan, you can give orders and wipe out enemies even faster.

- The four pillars of your rule: Your future rule over the underworld depends on four important

factors. It is important, for example, that you have enough "brawlers" in your gang, who like to

resolve conflicts with knives or their fists and do not avoid fighting. The shooters of your gang can

use any weapon and support you in battles with, for example, rifles or submachine guns. If you

have enough bikers in your gang, fast raids, attacks and transports are guaranteed. Bikers

convince by a high degree of mobility and speed. Other important members of your clan are your

vehicles. These guarantee a safe and fast transport of crew members and weapons. In addition,

the vehicles can be modified by numerous features and can even be equipped with their own

weapons.

- Invest wisely: Money makes the world go round - especially the underworld. In order that you

have enough financial resources and influence many sectors, smart investments are crucial.

Conclusion: Mafia City: War of Underworld is an exciting mafia game in which you have to be

strategically wise to become the next Godfather.


